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Abstract: 
The subject matter of the study are the automated guided vehicle  (AGV) operation 
synchronisation mechanisms in flexible manufacturing systems, enabling determination of 
the travel schedules via some preset travelling route intervals. In many practical cases, 
transport operations are repetitive. For this type of systems, the transport processes can be 
modelled as a system of cyclic concurrent processes, sharing common resources with 
mutual exclusion. The processes examination has to guarantee the collision-free and 
deadlock free AGV-s flow. In this paper, the problem of determination of the rules 
coordinating access of the vehicles to the shared travel route intervals, ensuring the collision-
free and deadlock-free execution of the repetitive processes, was reduced to determination 
of the sufficient conditions. In particular, the problem of searching for a pair (initial state, 
priority rule set), is defined in the form of the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), and is 
solved with the use of the constraint programming (CP) techniques.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
A considered class of objects covers the transport subsystems of the flexible manufacturing 
systems (FMS). In subsystems of that type, along given travelling routes, automated guided 
vehicles (AGVs) move. In their routes, the vehicles stop at given workstations at strictly 
defined instants in order to load and/or unload appropriate product batches. In many cases, 
the vehicles execute repetitive operations, and/or move along cyclic routes, creating cyclic 
transport processes The due time service of a workstation decides on the admissibility of the 
given transport subsystem solution alternative. Among the existing admissible, i.e. collision-
free and deadlock-free schedules, next there may be chosen those that meet the defined 
cost criteria. The existing constraints, connected with the available travelling route width (not 
allowing for vehicle passing by), the topology of travelling routes and itineraries of individual 
vehicles, lack of simultaneous access to the stations, etc. imply the necessity to investigate 
conditions leading to possible vehicle collisions and deadlocks [5]. This means that the 
problem of the given transport alternative solution admissibility check problem belongs to the 
NP-hard problems [8]. 

The existing approach solving the problem base usually upon the simulation models, 
e.g. the Petri nets [6] or the algebraic models, e.g. upon the (max,+) algebra [7]. In this 
context, this work constitutes some continuation of the investigations conducted in [1, 7].  

The problem, considered in this paper, reduces itself for the repetitive transport systems 
to determination of the rules coordinating the access of the vehicles to the shared system 
resources (travelling route intervals), ensuring the collision-free and deadlock-free execution 
of the processes. Assuming existence of local priority decision rules (controlling the access 
to the shared resources); the problem reduces to determination of the sufficient conditions, in 
the form of a pair (initial state, priority rule set). The accepted rule-based transport 
subsystem specification way reduces the synchronization task to solution of an appropriate 
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decision problem of the logic-algebraic method [3]. The problem solution is achieved through 
application of the constraint programming techniques [1]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides basic assumptions and 
notations, and then states the problem. Section 3 introduces to the logic-algebraic methods, 
and then discusses the issue of the sufficient conditions guaranteeing deadlock-free AGV-s 
movement. Section 4 recalls concepts standing behind constraint satisfaction problem. 
Section 5 provides an illustrative example for application of the approach. The final section 
summarises this contribution, and sheds light on the future direction of research. 
 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 
The AGV service systems co-sharing the resources and executing repetitive tasks, may be 
presented in a form of appropriately formulated Cyclic Concurrent Process Systems (CCPS), 
wherein the cyclic processes (encompassing AGVs flow) are interconnected one with 
another by use of the common resources (tracks, machine tools, etc.). In Figure 1, a 
graphical representation of an exemplary CCPS is presented. In the system, three processes 
are used, P1, P2, … P8, that reflect the operation of individual vehicles. The vehicles are 
served (s) by the resources R1 – R14. 
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of CCPS. 
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or the systems of that type, it is assumed that the cooperation of the processes is 
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F
determined by the following constraints (Polak, et al., 2004): 
• The processes share the common resources in the mutual exclusion mode,  
• Commencement of a successive process operation happens immed

completing of the current operation provided, that there is a possibility of making use of 
the successive resource requested by the given process,   
During waiting for a busy resource, the process does not release the resource allocated 
for execution of the previous operation,  

• The process is not pre-emptive, i.e. the resource may not be taken of the process while 
it is using it,    

• The processes are executed cyclically, 
• In one cycle, a process may pass via a

only. 
 

otatio2
In the model o
of a process, shared resource use sequence, initial system state, operation sequence, 
operation time sequence, priority dispatching rule encompassing access of the processes to 
the shared resources, and state sequence [7].  

A cyclic process P = (pi i1, pi2, ..., pin) is a sequence, the components of which define the 
num s  bers of the resources u ed for execution of individual process operations, where: pij – 
denotes the resource used by the i-th process in the j-th operation; after completion of the 
operation with a share of the resource pin, the operation with the share of the resource pi1, is 
executed again. The sequence defines the transportation route, i.e., the ordering, in which 
the given process is executed. Obviously, the process Pi – may begin at an arbitrary 
resource of the sequence presented.   

The time representation of the i-th cyclic process is constituted by the sequence T  = (ti1i , 
ti2, ... , tin), the components of which define the times of execution of individual operations of 
the relevant process, where  tij denotes the time of execution of the j-th operation by the i-the 
process.  

The sequence Θ = (σ , σ , ... ,σ ) of the priority dispatching rules, i.e., accesses of the 
processes to the shared resources of the transport subsystem, where σ  = (s , si j k, ... ,sl) – is 
the sequence, the components of which determine the process service order by the i-th 
shared resource, sk – is the process number. Each sequence σi is periodical, and gives 
access to the i-th resource to every process using it. This ensures starvation-free system 
execution.  

The initial state S0 = (R ,R , ...,Ri j k) of the transport subsystem is the sequence, the 
components of which define the initial process resource numbers, where crdiS0 = Rj – 
denotes that the i-th process is begun from realization on the resource R ; crdS0j i  – denotes 
the i-th coordinate of the vector S0.  

The sequence of operations of the size equal to the number of all operations, executed 
in the system, is defined as p = (P1,P2,...,P ) = (pr 11, ..., p , p , ..., p , ..., p1n1 21 2 n2 r1, ..., pr nr), 
where p th  – denotes the j-th operation of the  i-ij process (the number of the resource used for 
realization of the  j-th operation of the i-th process).  

The operation execution time sequence T = (T1,T2,...,T ) = (t , ..., tr 11 1 n1, t , ..., t21 2 n2,..., tr1 
,...,tr nr), where tij denotes the execution time of the j-  operation by the i-th process.  

The state sequence (state vector) x = (x
th

1,x2,...,xr), where xi corresponds the operation 
repre thsented in the sequence p by the i-  coordinate (crdp), the value xi i denotes the instant 
that the operation is begun in the first cycle. 
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2.3 Problem statement 
For the system described in such way, the following problem is defined: There is given a 
system of class CCPS, mapping the operation of automated guided vehicles. The system 
structure and the process parameters are given in the form of vectors defining the vehicles Pi 
routes and service times Ti in subsequent stations. The following question should be 
answered: Does it exist a pair (initial system state S0, priority rule set Θ) ensuring that the 
assumed transport processes are executed, with the cycle time not exceeding the arbitrarily 
given value H? 

The answer to the problem formulated in such way covers, therefore, the response to 
the question, if there exist the sufficient conditions that, when met, ensure the cyclic (i.e. 
deadlock-free) execution of the concurrent processes. 

 
3. LOGIC-ALGEBRAIC METHOD 
 
The components of the system class under consideration may be described in the form of 
the representation of the knowledge base:   
RW = <C,W,Y; R>, where: R = {(c,w,y): F(c,w,y) = 1} – a relation being the set of all triples 
(c,w,y), for which the facts F describing the system are true; F(c,w,y) = (F1(c,w,y), 
F2(c,w,y),...,FK(c,w,y)) is the composition of the logic fact values being the functions of the 
variables c, w, y; c = (c ) – the set of the input variables; y = (y1, c2,...,ck 1,y2,...,yr) – the set of 
the output variables; w = (w1,w2 ...,wr) – the set of the auxiliary variables; c�C, y�Y, w�W, 
C,Y,W – the sets defining the domains of the variables c,y,w. 
 
3.1 Knowledge base 
The knowledge base representation RW, describing an arbitrary system, is presented in the 
form of the sets C, W, Y, that define the domains of some c, y, w, describing (on the 
qualitative level) some system properties. The variables c are called the input variables, 
describing the input properties of the system, the variables y - the output variables, 
describing the output properties of the system, the variables w are the auxiliary variables. 
The knowledge defining the properties of the system under consideration, is presented in the 
form of the fact set F(c,w,y). The facts F(c,w,y) are propositions reflecting, on the logic level, 
the connections occurring between individual variables c,w,y. The triples c,w,y, for which all 
facts F(c,w,y) are true, are presented in the form of the relation R. In this context, the 
representation of the knowledge for the systems CCPS is defined as follows [9]: 

             

(1)RW = <S0, Σ, X; R> 
 

where: S0 – the set of all possible initial states S0 (input variables), Σ - the set of all possible 
access rules Θ for the shared resources (input variables), X – the set of all possible forms of 
the state vector x (output variables), R = {(S0,Θ, x): F(S0,Θ, x) = 1} – the relation defining the 
values S0,Θ, x, for which the facts F(S0,Θ, x) are true. The set R covers the facts F(S0,Θ, x), 
being logic propositions that describe the system properties in dependence of the initial state 
S0, the rules of access to shared resources Θ and of the starting times of individual 
operations  x. 
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3.2 Knowledge generation 
The knowledge base RW considered, can be treated as specification of general assumptions 
the transportation system has to follow (see Section 2.1), while taking into consideration the 
time and resources constraints. For example the assumption: “during waiting for a busy 
resource, the process does not release the resource allocated for execution of the previous 
operation“, has to be specified by a set of propositions (constraints) guaranteeing its 
satisfaction for any process, and any resource at any moment of time. In other words, the 
knowledge about situations that might happened is specified by a set of facts F(S0,Θ, x). The 
assumptions regarding the transportation system considered are as follows [9]: 
• Constraints regarding an order in which processes have to be executed. 
• Constraints limiting processes servicing by local resources: the moment x  j that the 

process P may start its execution at the resource R i k is equal to the time required by this 
process to complete its previous operation: 

 = x
 

where: tj-1  – the operation time on the resource Rk-1, xi-1 – the instant that the operation is 
begun at the resource Rk-1. 
 
• Constraints regarding processes servicing by shared resources: the instant xj that the 

operation of the process Pi is begun at the shared resource Rk is determined by the 
• Maximum within the completion time of the process Pi on the subsequent resource Rk-1, 

and the instance the operation corresponding to xp begins its execution on the resource 
Rk+1 has been served Po previously executed on Rk just before Pi. 

The constraints provided (2), (3), can be seen as a part of a transport system 
specification in the context of its parameters x, S0, Θ, [9] i.e. a part of the relevant knowledge 
base.  

Additional to the mentioned assumptions guaranteeing of collision-free and starvation-
free processes execution, other guaranteeing processes deadlock-freeness can be 
introduced. Illustration of processes deadlock is shown in Figure 2.  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Illustration of the processes deadlock. 
 

                               xj j-1 + tj-1    (2)
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Each of three AGVs associated to processes P1, P2 and P3 waits for resource occupied 
by one of them – processes call for resources and their calls form a closed circle of 
resources request, i.e. the processes deadlock. It is easy to note, that the formulas (2) and 
(3), can be unified in the following recurrent formulae, named a state equation (4):  
 

where: xq
 – denotes the moment the process Pj starts its execution at the state Si, pxv

s(i+1)(x) – 
denotes the moment the p-th process starts its execution at the next state Si+1. 

For the given state Si the moment the process Pi starts its execution at the next state Si+1 
can be calculated due to the formulae (4). For example the state equation for the process P1 
from Figure 2 has the following form: 1xv

s(i+1)(x)  = max{x1+t1, max{x3 + t3, max{x5+t5, x2}}}. 
It can be shown that if the state equation belongs to a class of the identity equations, 

then the system considered is deadlock-free one. So, the state equation (4) can be employed 
for calculation of an operation starting moment at any further state.  This can be realized 
through the so-called general state equation (5):  
 

where pXv
s(i+k)(x) – determines the moment the p-th process starts its operation at the state 

Si+k. In other words, for any state Si the beginning moment of particular operation at any next 
state Si+k can be determined.  

Consider the case the state Si states for the initial state S0, and the Si+k is the last one 
Sw in the system cycle. Such assumption leads to the equation (6), 
 

 where:  pXv
sw(x) – determines the moment the p-th process starts its operation at the state 

Sw, the last one in the cycle. Consequently, the following Theorem 1 can be proven. 
 
Theorem1.  
 
Given a transportation system, specified by a set of transportation routes {P1, P2,…,Pn}. 
Given an initial state S0, and a set of dispatching rules Θ. If the general state equation (6) is 
not identity one, then the transportation system is deadlock-free. 

In other words, the Theorem 1 provides the condition examination of which allows one to 
avoid deadlocks. Therefore, a set of facts F(S0,Θ, x) following constraints (2), (3), and (4) 
allows one to detect possible deadlocks occurrence in the course of concurrent processes 
execution. It means the knowledge base representation RW (1) may be determined 
automatically on the basis of the system structure, logistic constraints and parameters Pi, Ti.  

The accepted way of the system specification, based upon the rules, enables to 
determine the sufficient conditions in the form of the initial states S0 and the process service 
rules Θ, ensuring the deadlock-free operation of the system in cycles not exceeding the 
preset value of H. In this connection, so-called decision problem is to be solved [3]. 

 

pxv
s(i+1)(x) = max{x  + t , max{x  + t , ... , max{xj j j+1 j+1  nz-1 + t ,  nz-1                                        (4) max{xnz + tnz, ... , max{xj-1 + tj-1, }...}}}}       xj

pXv
s(i+k)(x) = psxv

s(i+k)(psxv
s(i+k-1) s(i+k-2) ps ps( xv (… xv

si(x) … )))                               (5) 

pXv
sw(x)= pxv

sw( pxv
s(w-1)( pxv

s(w-2)( … pxv
s0(x) … )))                                                        (6) 
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3.3 Decision problem 
For a given system CCPS, described by the representation RW (1), one searches for such 
form of the input relation R , that will guarantee meeting of the known output relation Rx y. The 
relations Rx and R  are defined as follows: Ry x = {(S0,Θ): F (Sc 0,Θ) = 1} – the set of the values 
S0, Θ, for which the input system property F (Sc 0,Θ) is met, while Ry = {x: Fy(x) = 1} – the set 
of values of x for which the output property F (x) is met, where: Fy c(S0,Θ) is a set of the logic 
propositions that describe the input system properties in dependence on the initial state S0 
and the rules of access to the shared resources Θ, while Fy(x) is a set of the logic sentences 
that describe the output properties of the system in dependence of the values of the 
sequence x. For the system under consideration, the output property is of the form: Fy(x): 
(x1+t1 ≤ H) ∧ (x2+t2 ≤ H) ∧ ... ∧ (xrn+trn ≤ H).  

The decision problem consists in determination of such relation form Rx for which the 
input property Fc meets the following implication. 

  (7)Fc(S0,Θ) ⇒ Fy(x)  

The relation Rx determined constitutes, therefore, the answer to the question asked, Rx 
is a set of such values S0, Θ, for which the system will operate without collisions and 
deadlocks in cycles not lasting longer than the value of H. The derivation of the relation Rx on 
the basis of the logic-algebraic method [4] occurs with use of the sets Sx1, Sx2: 

(8) = SRx x1 \ Sx2

where: Sx1 = {(S0,Θ): F(S0,Θ, x) = 1, Fy(x) = 1};  
  Sx2 = {(S0,Θ): F(S0,Θ, x) = 1, F (x) = 0}. y

 
The set Sx1 can be seen as a set consisting of S0, Θ, whose follow the facts: F(S0,Θ, x), 

Fy(x). In turn the set Sx2 can be seen as a set consisting of S0, Θ, whose follow the fact 
F(S0,Θ,x) and do not follow F (x). The intersection of sets Sy x1, S can consist values of Sx2 0, Θ, 
for which the fact Fy(x) is not determined. It happens when some facts of the knowledge base 
RW-results in state equations (8) being identity ones (an equation that is valid for all values 
of its variables) – such property means the system is not deadlock-free. Therefore, Sx1\Sx2 
guarantees the transportation system considered is deadlock-free. 

Determination of the set Rx= ∅ denotes the lack of answer to the question asked. In a 
general case searching for the relation Rx is an NP-hard problem. For example the following 
knowledge base:  RW= <A;R >, where: R = { a: F(a) = 1} relation linking variables a 
treated as facts F(a),  a = (p, r, s, t, q, w),  p,r,…,w∈ A, A = {0,1},  F(a) = (F1(a),  F2(a), F3(a), 
F4(a)). Considered sequence of facts consists of: F1(a): w⇒p; F2(a): p ∧ q ⇒ r; F4(a): s ⇒ q; 
F5(a): t ⇒ q. 

Set of variables consists a subset of so called input variables:  ax = (w, s, t); a subset of 
auxiliary: aw = (p, q); and a subset of output variables:  ay = r. 

The considered question is: What input facts Fx(a ), guarantee the fact Fx y(ay) holds? , 
where: Fy(a ): r. y

Searching for Fx(a ) (i.e., the set R ) requires both sets Sx x x1 and Sx2. The sets are 
determined through the true tables searching (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: True tables corresponding to sets: Sx1, Sx2, S . x

 
Gray rows in Figure 3 correspond to solution, i.e. S =S /S= x u1 u2. In terms of triples (w, s, t) 

the set S has the form: S  = {(1,0,1),(1,1,0),(1,1,1)}. Finally Sx x u corresponds to the fact: Fx(ax): 
( w ∧ (¬s) ∧ t ) ∨ ( w ∧ s ∧ (¬ t )) ∨ (w ∧ s ∧ t), i.e. Fu(au): (s ∧ t)∨ (t ∧ w). 

 
 
4. CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION PROBLEM  
 
Each knowledge base representation RW (1) of the concurrent cyclic process system may be 
presented in the form of the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP); [2]. The problem CSP = 
((Q, D), Co) is defined as follows:  

There is given a finite set of discrete decision variables Q = {q1, q2, ... ,qn}, a family of 
finite variable domains D = {D  = {d | Di i i1, di2, ..., d , ..., dij im}, i = 1..n}, and the finite set of 
constraints Co = {Coi | i = 1..L} limiting the decision variable values. The admissible solutions 
where the values of all variables meet all constraints of the set Co are sought for. 
 
4.1 Knowledge base representation 
In the case of the problem CSP, mapping the knowledge representation RW, the role of the 
constraints Co is fulfilled by the facts included in F(S0,Θ, x) while the role of the variables Q – 
the values of the variables S0, Θ, x. The variable domains are in the form of the sets DS0, DΘ , 
Dx.. The problem CSP results in the form: 
 

(9)CSP = ( ((S ,Θ, x), D), {F(S

where: D = {DS0, DΘ , Dx}, DS0 is the set of the resources included in the system; DΘ  is the set 
including the processes realized in the system; Dx = {0,1, ... ,H} is the set of the time values; 
F(S0,Θ, x)  = 1 denotes the series of facts: (F1(S0,Θ, x) = 1, ... , FK(S0,Θ, x) = 1). 
 
 

0 0,Θ, x) = 1}) 
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4.2 Logic-algebraic method based solution 
The solution of the CSP problem formulated in such way is a set of sequence values of the 
initial state of the system S0, the rules of the process access to the shared resources Θ and 
of the starting times of individual operations on the resources x for which all constraints 
presented in the form of the logic sentences F(S0,Θ, x) are true.  

Solving the decision problem (determination of the relation Rx) in the context of CSP is 
connected with solving the following two problems: 
 

(10)

The results of solving the problems formulated in such way are the sets Sx1 and Sx2. The 
sets enable to determine the set Rx (8).  

In turn, the obtained set Rx can be treated than as solution of the considered CSP, i.e. 
determines the response to the assumed query; moreover Rx fulfils the role of the sufficient 
conditions. The set Rx includes a group of alternative solutions in the form of the value of the 
sequence of the initial state S0 and the sequence of the access rules of the processes to the 
shared resources Θ ensuring, for the given transport process system CCPS, the deadlock-
free vehicles service during the assumed time period H. 
 
5. EXAMPLE OF SCHEDULE DESIGN 
 
There is given an automated guided vehicle system of the structure depicted in the Figure 1. 
The processes P1, P2, …, P8 reflect service of three AGVs according to the service times T1, 
T2, … , T8. The vehicles are served by the service points R1, R2,  ... , R13, the shared system 
resources. The following parameters are known:  
 

P1 = (R1, R2, R5),  
P2 = (R2, R3, R7),  
P3 = (R3, R8, R9, R4),  
P4 = (R2, R5, R6, R7),   
P5 = (R5, R6, R7, R10),   
P6 = (R3, R7, R11, R12, R9, R8),  
P7 = (R9, R12, R13),  

P4 = (R7, R11, R14, R10), 
 
 

T1 = (1,2,3),  
T2 = (1,2,3),  
T3 = (2,1,3,4),  
T4 = (1,2,3,4),  
T5 = (1,2,3,4),  
T6 = (1,2,3,1,2,3),   
T7 = (1,2,3),  
T4 = (1,2,3,8),   
 
t=(1,2,3,1,2,3,2,1,3,4,1,2,3,4,1,2,3,4,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,4), 
 
x = (x1, x2, …, x30), p = (R1, R2, …, R13). 

 
The initial state vector S0  = (Ri, Rj, Rk, Rl, Rm, Rn, Ro, Rp),  
 

CSPSx1 =((S0,Θ, x), D),{F(S0,Θ, x) = 1,Fy(x) = 1}) 
CSPSx2 =((S0,Θ, x), D),{F(S0,Θ, x) = 1,Fy(x) = 0}) 
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where: Ri∈{R1, R2, R5}, Rj∈{R2, R3, R7}, Rk∈{R3, R8, R9, R4}, Rl∈{R2, R5, R6, R7}, Rm∈{R5, R6, 
R7, R10}, Rn∈{R3, R7, R11, R12, R9, R8}, Ro∈{R9, R12, R13}, Rp∈{R7, R11, R14, R10}, is 
distinguished, defining the initial process resources, the access rule vector Θ = (σ2, σ3, σ5, σ6, 
σ7, σ8, σ9, σ10, σ11, σ12), where σ2 = (s21, s22), σ2 = (s21, s22, s23), ... ,σ12 = (s121, s122). In 
accordance with the rules described in [9], the knowledge representation corresponding to 
the specification given is of the form: RW = <S0, Σ, X; R> , where: R = {(S0, Θ, x): F(S0, Θ, x) 
= 1}. 
 
5.1 A routine query 
The answer to the question: Does it exist such combination of the initial states S0 of the 
system and the set of the vehicle access rules σ2, ... , σ12, for the shared resources that 
guarantee that the process realization cycle will not exceed 13 time units? 
 The answer to such formulated question is the solution of the decision problem. In 
accordance with the procedure illustrated in Figure 3, the following CSP problems are being 
solved (10): CSPSx1 = ((S0, Θ, x), D), {F(S0, Θ, x) = 1, Fy(x) = 1}), CSPSx2 = ((S0, Θ, x), D), 
{F(S0, Θ, x) = 1, Fy(x) = 0}), where: D = {DS0, DΣ, Dx}, DΣ = {Dσ2, ... , Dσ12}, DS0 = {R1 ..., R14}, Dσ2 

= {P1, P2, P4},… ,Dσ12= {P6, P7}, Dx = {1,...,40}. 
 
5.2 Sufficient conditions 

The fact F1(S0,σ12,x) defining the starting time of the operation x2, assuming the mutual 
exclusion of the processes P6, P7 on the resource R12, is of the form: F1(S0,σ2,x): ¬(crd6S0 = R12) 
∧ ¬(crd6S0 = R9) ∧  ∧ (crd1σ12 =P7) ⇒ (x22 = max(x25, x21+t21)) i.e., if in the state S0 the process 
P6 does not use the resource R12, and in the state S0, the process P7 does not use the 
resource R9, and – as the first one, the P7 process uses of the resource R12, then x22 = 
max(x25, x21+t21). The fact defining the output property Fy(x):  (x1+ t1 ≤ 13) ∧ (x2+t2 ≤ 13) ∧ … 
∧ (x30+t30 ≤ 13) corresponds to the preset condition: ”the cycle will not exceed 13 time units”.  
For solving the problems CSPSx1, CSPSx2, the constraints programming language, OzMozart 
(Banaszak, et al. 2005), was applied. The obtained solution Rx contains 318 sufficient 
conditions. One of them is as follows:  
{S0 = (R1, R3, R4, R7, R5, R12, R13, R10), σ2 = (P4, P1, P2), σ3 = (P2, P6, P3), σ5 = (P5, P4, P1), σ6 

= (P5, P4), σ7 = (P4, P8, P5, P2, P6), σ8 = (P6, P6), σ9 = (P6, P7, P3),  σ10 = (P8, P5), σ11 = (P8, 
P6), σ12 = (P6, P7)}. 
The set Rx constitutes the set of the alternative sufficient conditions that must be fulfilled by 
the system under consideration in order that the vehicles may realize the planned operations 
within cycles not exceeding 13 time units. 

 
5.3 Admissible solutions   
An exemplary Gantt’s chart illustrating the use of the system resources has been presented 
in the Figure 4. The diagram corresponds to the following sufficient condition {S0 = (R2, R3, 
R8, R6, R7, R11, R13, R14), σ2 = (P1, P4, P2), σ3 = (P2, P6, P3), σ5 = (P1, P5, P4), σ6 = (P4, P5), σ7 
= (P5, P4, P2, P8, P6), σ8 = (P3, P6), σ9 = (P3, P6, P7),  σ10 = (P5, P8), σ11 = (P6, P8), σ12 = (P6, 
P7)}. 
The processes are executed cyclically within the cycle not exceeding 13 time units. 
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 H = 13
 

Figure 4: The Gantt’s chart. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
On the basis of the rule-based specification of a transport system, formulated in the form of 
the knowledge base representation RW, it is possible to seek for schedules guaranteeing the 
collision-free and deadlock-free operation of the AGV-s system. The presented concept of 
automated generation of the knowledge representation RW, and the approach to 
determination of the sufficient conditions through specification of the CSP problem enables 
construction of the interactive (operating in the on-line mode) computer aided prototyping 
systems for distributed control procedures. 
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